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Abstract

Data augmentation strategies are increasingly
important in NLP pipelines for low-resourced
and endangered languages, and in neural
morphological inflection, augmentation by so
called data hallucination is a popular technique.
This paper presents a detailed analysis of in-
flection models trained with and without data
hallucination for the low-resourced Canadian
Indigenous language Gitksan. Our analysis re-
veals evidence for a concatenative inductive
bias in augmented models—in contrast to mod-
els trained without hallucination, they strongly
prefer affixing inflection patterns over supple-
tive ones. We find that preference for affixation
in general improves inflection performance in
“wug test” like settings, where the model is
asked to inflect lexemes missing from the train-
ing set. However, data hallucination dramati-
cally reduces prediction accuracy for reduplica-
tive forms due to a misanalysis of reduplication
as affixation. While the overall impact of data
hallucination for unseen lexemes remains pos-
itive, our findings call for greater qualitative
analysis and more varied evaluation conditions
in testing automatic inflection systems. Our
results indicate that further innovations in data
augmentation for computational morphology
are desirable.

1 Introduction

Data augmentation strategies, for instance, back-
translation (Sennrich et al., 2016) and mixed sam-
ple data augmentation (Zhang et al., 2018; Guo
et al., 2020), are increasingly important compo-
nents of NLP pipelines (Feng et al., 2021). These
strategies often form the cornerstone of modern
NLP models for lower-resourced and endangered
languages and dialects in particular (e.g., Kumar
et al., 2021; Hauer et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020;
Ryan and Hulden, 2020), where models can oth-
erwise badly overfit due to the paucity of training
data.

stem (plural) hap

plural inflection (target) hapdiit

stem (singular) tk’esxw

stem (plural) hap

plural inflection (target) hapdiit

stem (singular) tk’esxw

(a) augmented model

(b)     standard model

Figure 1: Predicting a plural inflection for a lexeme us-
ing two possible source forms (singular stem and plural
stem). (a) A Transformer model trained with data hallu-
cination prefers the plural form as the source (depicted
by a thicker arrow, representing model confidence). (b)
The same model trained without hallucination exhibits
no preference.

Consider the task of low-resource morphologi-
cal inflection: high-capacity neural models trained
without data augmentation are prone to collapsing
at test time, achieving as little as 0% accuracy (Sil-
fverberg et al., 2017). Conversely, those very same
models trained on artificially augmented data can
generalize respectably. Unfortunately, there is little
research on understanding why these augmentation
strategies work. We know little about the changes
they cause in the model – are they simply a form
of weight regularization? Do they alleviate class
imbalance? Or do they provide a task-specific in-
ductive bias?

In this paper, we investigate the data hallucina-
tion strategy, a relatively commonplace strategy
(Anastasopoulos and Neubig, 2019; Silfverberg
et al., 2017) for increasing the size of small morpho-
logical datasets. We conduct our study in the con-
text of developing a Paradigm Cell-Filling (PCFP;
Ackerman et al., 2009; Silfverberg and Hulden,
2018) system for the Gitksan language – a critically
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endangered language with an estimated 300-850
speakers (Dunlop et al., 2018) – that can be used
for applications such as developing pedagogical
noun and verb conjugation exercises and further
computer-assisted language learning applications.

Given a partial inflectional paradigm with n
filled slots and a number of empty slots, the task
is to complete the paradigm by predicting all the
missing slots from the given ones. Following previ-
ous work on PCFP (Silfverberg and Hulden, 2018;
Liu and Hulden, 2020), we leverage morphological
reinflection models to complete PCFP. Specifically,
we employ the one-source model of Liu and Hulden
(2020): We use each of the n given forms in turn
to predict the form in an empty target slot, giving
n output forms (see Fig. 1, where n = 2). We then
select one of the output forms as our prediction
for the empty slot: We pick the predictions that
the model makes with the highest confidence, a
decision strategy we denote MAX.1

Given the relatively small size of our paradigm
dataset, further described in Section 2, we inves-
tigate whether data hallucination is an effective
strategy for mitigating overfitting. In accordance
with recent results (Liu and Hulden, 2021), we find
that data hallucination improves performance in
“wug test” (Berko, 1958) like conditions: where
no inflectional variant of a lexeme was witnessed
during training. Surprisingly, however, we also
find that data hallucination significantly worsens
performance for lexemes which were partially ob-
served during training; that is at least one of the
inflectional variants of the lexeme was present in
the training data.

These findings motivated a controlled error anal-
ysis of our PCFP system to discover why data hallu-
cination generalizes to the unobserved test setting
but seemingly slashes performance in the observed
test setting. This analysis yields two major insights.
First, we find that the model trained without hallu-
cination is “often right for the wrong reason” (Mc-
Coy et al., 2019): our error analysis reveals that
a unaugmented Transformer model exhibits unde-
sirable memorization to a significant degree, even
when incorporating recently prescribed parameter
settings for inflection (Wu et al., 2021; Liu and
Hulden, 2020). This allows the model to memo-
rize lexeme-specific inflection patterns, rather than

1Note that other decision strategies such as randomly se-
lecting an output form or taking the majority vote are also
possible. These alternative strategies consistently underper-
form MAX, so we exclude them from the main text.

MSD Form
ROOT we / wa
ROOT-1PL.II wa’m
ROOT-3.II wet / wat

Table 1: A partial paradigm for the word meaning
“name” in Gitksan. The paradigm has two entries (ROOT
and ROOT-3.II) that each have two dialectal variants
attested in the data. Four different one-to-one (MSD to
Form) realizations of the paradigm are possible.

learning the morphophonological structure of the
language. That is, we find that the model trained
without hallucination relies on a brittle memoriza-
tion strategy.

Second, we find evidence that data hallucination
introduces an inductive bias towards concatenative
morphology: where inflection is accomplished by
appending affixes to a word stem. We find that
the MAX strategy combined with data hallucina-
tion selects a simpler transformation: In Fig. 1, the
augmented model prefers the simple transforma-
tion of appending diit to hap to predict the target
hapdiit over the unpredictable transformation from
tk’esxw to hapdiit. Conversely, the model trained
without hallucination exhibits no strong preference
over either transformation. Since concatenative
morphology is the dominant inflection process in
Gitksan, this inductive bias serves the hallucination
model well in inflecting unfamiliar lexemes during
testing.

Data hallucination, however, can be damaging
depending on the morphophonological phenomena
at hand. We find, for instance, that it dramatically
reduces performance in inflections involving redu-
plication, a transformation that requires copying
of phonological material rather than a simple con-
catenation (Haspelmath and Sims, 2013). While
the overall effect of data augmentation in inflection
has been reported as overwhelmingly positive (e.g.,
Lane and Bird, 2020; Anastasopoulos and Neubig,
2019; Liu and Hulden, 2021), our detailed analysis
reveals that it carries both benefits and drawbacks
and should therefore be applied with caution. Fur-
thermore, our findings call for greater qualitative
analysis and more varied evaluation conditions in
testing automatic inflection systems.

2 Data

Our dataset comprises paradigms that were pro-
gramatically extracted from an interlinear-glossed
dataset of 18, 000 tokens (Forbes et al., 2017). De-
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tails of the gloss to paradigm conversion proce-
dure can be found in Appendix B. The interlinear
glosses were collected during still-active language
documentation efforts with Gitksan speakers.

The Gitksan-speaking community recognizes
two dialects: Eastern (Upriver) and Western
(Downriver), and our dataset comprises forms from
both dialects. Although the two dialects are largely
mutually intelligible, some lexical and phonologi-
cal differences manifest, with the most prominent
being a vowel shift. Consider the Gitksan transla-
tion for the word “name” in Table 1. The dialectal
variation manifests as several entries for a given
morphosyntactic description (henceforth MSD) in
the paradigm: we (Western) vs. wa (Eastern).

Instead of attempting to model one-to-many
(MSD to form) paradigms, we adhere to the simpli-
fying constraint that each paradigm have a single re-
alization per morphosyntactic description. In order
to convert a one-to-many paradigm to a one-to-one
paradigm, we aim to select a single form for each
MSD so that, taken together, the inflected forms
are maximally similar to each other. In the partial
paradigm for for Table 1, the inflection from wa to
wa’m is a simpler transformation than we to wa’m,
making it simpler for a neural inflection model to
acquire generalizable inflection rules. Thus, in Ta-
ble 1 we would select a one-to-one paradigm with
the forms wa, wa’m, and wat.

To obtain maximally similar inflected forms, we
apply the following algorithm to a one-to-many
paradigm. First, we generate all possible one-to-
one realizations of the paradigm. For instance, for
Table 1 one paradigm could comprise the MSD-to-
form mappings: ROOT:wa, ROOT:-1PL.II:wa’m,
ROOT-3.II:wet; there would be four possible one-
to-one paradigms in total. Next, given a candi-
date one-to-one paradigm, we construct a fully-
connected graph where each inflectional form is
a vertex and every (undirected) edge is weighted
by the Levenshtein distance. We then compute the
weight of the minimum spanning-tree of the graph.
Finally, we return the one-to-one paradigm that
has the minimum-spanning tree with the lowest
weight.2

We divide the resulting paradigms into four dis-
joint subsets. (1) A dataset for training a morpho-

2Note that the resulting paradigms are not necessarily free
of dialectal variation. For instance, a paradigm where only
the Western dialect form was observed for the ROOT and the
Eastern dialect was observed for ROOT-3.II would still contain
forms from both dialects.

logical reinflection model Πtrain that will be used
for the PCFP task; (2) A test set containing partial
paradigms Πobs so that some of the lexemes’ in-
flectional variants were seen during training while
the other inflectional variants are used only for test-
ing; A validation set Πdev constructed in the same
manner as Πobs; (4) A test set simulating the condi-
tions of a “wug test” (Liu and Hulden, 2021; Berko,
1958) containing complete paradigms (Πwug) so
that none of the lexemes’ inflectional variants were
observed during training.

In order to train or evaluate a reinflection sys-
tem for PCFP, we first need all the paradigms
to have at least two entries. This is neces-
sary since a reinflection datapoint is of the form
src_form:src_msd;tgt_form:tgt_msd. Thus, our
first step is to drop all paradigms that only have
a single entry, providing us with 459 paradigms.
Next, we randomly sample paradigms (without re-
placement) and add them to Πwug until Πwug con-
tains 10% of the 1303 forms in our dataset.3 This
procedure guarantees that no forms in paradigms
belonging to Πwug are ever observed during train-
ing.

For the remaining paradigms π, we split them
into two disjoint sets: πtrain and πhold−out. The
forms in πtrain are added to the training set Πtrain.
The forms in πhold−out are added either to the
development set Πdev or partially observed test
set Πobs. This way, the model is allowed to ob-
serve some of the forms belonging to the (partial)
paradigms in Πdev and Πobs during training. How-
ever, it is guaranteed not to have observed the par-
ticular forms in Πdev and Πobs during training.4

More concretely, for a paradigm of size n, be-
tween 2 and n− 1 forms (inclusive) are placed into
train and the remaining forms are all placed into test
(or all placed into dev). We obtain the following
number of inflectional variants in each disjoint sub-
set: |Πtrain| = 927, |Πdev| = 124, |Πobs| = 125,
|Πwug| = 131. In the next section, we describe
our procedure for employing these four sets of (par-
tial) paradigms for training and evaluating a PCFP
system.

3Strictly speaking, it will containly slightly more than 10%,
since the last sampled paradigm may have more forms than
the desired amount.

4More specifically, it has never seen the MSD:form pairs
occurring in the training set.
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3 Experiments and Results

Having split our paradigm dataset into the desired
disjoint subsets Πtrain, Πobs, Πdev, Πwug, we can
train Transformers in morphological reinflection
that can, in turn, be used for the PCFP task.5

Training. We form reinflection training pairs by
using the given forms in each paradigm in Πtrain.
Concretely, for every π ∈ Πtrain, we take the cross
product of the entries in π and learn to reinflect
each given form in the paradigm to another form
in the same paradigm as demonstrated in Fig. 2.6

Counting reinflection datapoints over all paradigms,
we obtain 1365 datapoints in the training set for the
reinflection system.

We train two Transformer models. First, we
train a “standard” Transformer model on the afore-
mentioned 1365 datapoints using the parameter
settings described in Wu et al. (2021) and Liu and
Hulden (2020); see Appendix A. Next, we train
a second “augmented” Transformer model, using
the same hyperparameter settings, on the original
1365 datapoints in addition to 10, 000 datapoints
hallucinated from the original training dataset. We
obtain the hallucination method, number of hal-
lucinated examples (10, 000), and implementation
from Anastasopoulos and Neubig (2019).
Evaluation. We evaluate the models both on
paradigms describing lexemes whose inflections
were partially observed (Πobs) and lexemes that
are entirely unfamiliar (Πwug). Since most of our
paradigms are very sparse, containing only contain
a few forms, we do a leave-one-out style evaluation
procedure where, for every target form in either
Πwug or Πobs that belongs to paradigm π, we pre-
dict it using every other form that belongs to the
same paradigm π.7 This gives us |π| − 1 predic-
tions for a target form, where |π| is the total number
filled slots in the paradigm.

Finally, we use the MAX strategy to select the
form that was predicted with the highest likelihood
averaged across output characters. We consider a
paradigm π as correctly predicted if all forms for
the paradigm that are present in Πobs or Πwug were
correctly predicted.
Results and Discussion. We make a number of

5All code and results for this paper are available at:
<anonymized for review>.

6Note that this means that we filter out identity pairs.
7We also predict from forms that belong to the training set

if forms from paradigm π were included in the training set,
but we only evaluate performance on the forms in Πwug and
Πobs.

observations regarding the results in Fig. 3. First,
we observe that there is a significant reduction in
performance for the unfamiliar lexemes (Πwug) rel-
ative to the familiar lexemes (Πobs) – replicating
observations made in the context of the SIGMOR-
PHON shared tasks (Goldman et al., 2021; Cot-
terell et al., 2017; Liu and Hulden, 2021). We find
that the augmented model reduces the deficit to
10%. That hallucination improves performance on
unfamiliar lexemes has been previously observed
(Liu and Hulden, 2021).

We also find, however, that hallucination wors-
ens performance on familiar lexemes. In both
cases, the aggregate accuracy scores glean little in-
sights into these surprising results. Why does accu-
racy drop by nearly 50% for the non-hallucination
model across the two testing conditions? How does
hallucination improve performance on unfamiliar
lexemes? And why does hallucination reduce per-
formance on familiar lexeme paradigms? To under-
stand these differences in performance between the
two models and testing conditions, we turn to an
analysis of the errors.

4 Error analysis

To reveal insights into the behaviour of the two
Transformer models, we look into the case of Gitk-
san pluralization, which is instantiated as supple-
tion or reduplication depending on the lexeme, en-
abling us to investigate whether either Transformer
can learn two disparate inflectional strategies. This
error analysis enables us to systematically charac-
terize the effects hallucination has on the Trans-
former model in inflection, demonstrating that the
effects can be both beneficial and adverse.
Unaugmented Transformers memorize inflec-
tion patterns. We begin by analyzing the mod-
els’ behaviour on suppletive forms; Gitksan uses
suppletion as a productive strategy for pluraliza-
tion. For instance, the stem for singular forms for
“laugh” is tk’esxw, but the plural stem is hap. The
transformation from a singular form to a suppletive
plural form is unpredictable (ts’ehlx → hapdiit);
the model must instead rely on other plural source
forms (e.g., hap → hapdiit). Even if the model
is unable to produce the correct suppletive plural
inflection, it should be able to perform the simpler
task of placing higher confidence in the prediction
from the plural source form (hap) over the singu-
lar source form (ts’ehlx). Failing to exhibit this
preference would indicate that the model is simply
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niye'et   3.II
niye'e    ROOT
niye'e'y  1SG.II

n i y e ' e t IN(3.II) OUT(ROOT)       n i y e ' e
n i y e ' e t IN(3.II) OUT(1SG.II)     n i y e ' e ' y
n i y e ' e IN(ROOT) OUT(3.II)         n i y e ' e t
n i y e ' e IN(ROOT) OUT(1SG.II)       n i y e ' e ' y
n i y e ' e ' y IN(1SG.II) OUT(ROOT)   n i y e ' e
n i y e ' e ' y IN(1SG.II) OUT(3.II)   n i y e ' e t

Figure 2: From a paradigm in the training data spanning three forms, we can generate six reinflection training
examples. Forms are tokenized into individual characters. Further, we distinguish tags for the input form from tags
for the output form.
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Figure 3: Performances of the augmented and standard
models using the MAX decision strategy on Πobs and
Πwug test sets.

memorizing target inflectional forms, rather than
trying to acquire the morphophonological structure
of the language.

Concretely, we acquire all of the 95 suppletive
plurals in either Πwug or Πobs. We then follow our
leave-one-out procedure, where every other form in
the same paradigm π as the target suppletive plural
form is used as a source to try to predict the target
form. Instead of evaluating whether the target form
was correctly predicted, we test whether the model
assigns higher likelihoods to the reinflection ex-
amples where the source form is also a suppletive
plural (hap) over examples where the source form
is singular (tk’esxw).

This analysis can be interpreted as a binary clas-
sification task when we hold the target suppletive
form (hapdiit) fixed. The task is then to classify
the source suppletive plural forms as positive in-
stances and the source singular forms as negative
instances. We can then use standard binary clas-
sification metrics to quantify performance. We
use weighted Average Precision (Murphy, 2012),
where the weight is the total number of supple-
tive forms in the paradigm π. We use the Average
Precision implementation from scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011).8

8https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

We find that the augmented model performs
significantly better in this task, achieving a
weighted Average Precision of .89 while the
unaugmented model achieves .52. This analysis
provides evidence that the unaugmented model
is memorizing the target suppletive plural form
(hapdiit), rather than attending to and copying the
suppletive plural stem (hap) and concatenating the
appropriate affix (“diit”). This result can explain,
in part, the substantial drop in performance of the
unaugmented model from Πobs to Πwug: memo-
rization is unlikely to generalize well for inflecting
unfamiliar lexemes. Further, it can explain the
stronger performance of the hallucination model
in predicting forms in Πwug: this inductive bias
towards concatenative morphology can generalize
well to unfamiliar lexemes given the prevalence of
concatenative morphology in the Gitksan dataset.

Augmented Transformers struggle with non-
concatenative morphology. Our Gitksan
paradigm dataset comprises more than just concate-
native morphology, however. Another pluralization
strategy in Gitksan, albeit rarer, is reduplication,
where number is indicated by copying a part of the
word stem. For example, wat (“name”) and hu-wat
(“name+PL”). The copied stem segment frequently
undergoes further phonological alternations in the
case of partial reduplication (as opposed to full
reduplication; Haspelmath and Sims, 2013). While
reduplication bears superficial resemblance to af-
fixation, it cannot be analyzed as a concatenation
of a stem and affix.

This resemblance, however, is sufficient to
confuse prominent data hallucination techniques
(Anastasopoulos and Neubig, 2019; Silfverberg
et al., 2017). Consider the Gitksan word dew
(“freeze”) which is pluralized using full redupli-
cation: dewdew. The hallucinated form of this data-

modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.
average_precision_score.html
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point would have random characters substituted for
the stem: e.g., txu -> dewtxu. Clearly, this halluci-
nated datapoint does not preserve the reduplicative
structure. Unfortunately, the hallucination strategy
could impair the model’s ability to perform redu-
plication, given that the number of examples of
reduplication would become smaller relative to the
size of the complete dataset.

Indeed, we find strong evidence that the hallu-
cination model is unable to perform reduplication.
We find that the standard model is able to predict
the 12 instances of reduplication in Πwug and Πobs

with .92 accuracy, while the hallucination model
slashes this proficiency to a mere .25. Our analysis
emphasizes the need for data-augmentation tech-
niques that preserve reduplicative structure, given
the phenomenon’s typologically robust prevalence
(Haspelmath and Sims, 2013).

Reduplication is pronounced in the Gitksan
dataset and causes problems for current data hal-
lucination methods. However, it is by no means
the only phenomenon where data hallucination can
generate incorrect inflection patterns. Consider
the example of lenition in our paradigm dataset
where the final consonant undergoes voicing be-
tween vowels: ayook + 3.II -> ayook+’m -> ay-
ooga’m. Hallucination identifies ayoo as the stem
here due to the k/g alternation. If a hallucinated
stem ending in a consonant like dap is used, we get
an example dapk -> dapga’m, where k is no longer
surrounded by vowels but is still voiced when the
a’m affix attaches, contrary to the morphophonol-
ogy of Gitksan. Thus, it is possible that halluci-
nation’s inability to preserve morphological phe-
nomena like reduplication and lenition explain the
drop in performance on the observed paradigms.9

Approaches that try to perform data hallucination
incorporating the target language’s structure have
been explored (Lane and Bird, 2020), but it’s un-
clear how to generalize this method without expert
knowledge of the target language.

5 General Discussion

In this paper, we explore the effect of data hallu-
cination on the Gitksan language that is currently
underserved in NLP. Given the low amount of train-
ing data for the model, inflection models are likely
to encounter many unfamiliar lexemes during test

9It could also explain why we don’t see a greater increase
in performance on the Πwug test set with the augmented
model.

time. Thus, it is important to assess the model’s
ability to make adequate morphological generaliza-
tions for such lexemes. To this end, we tested the
model’s ability to generalize for lexemes on a cline
of familiarity from familiar (Πobs) to unfamiliar
(Πwug Section 2).

Under these disparate conditions, we find that
a data-augmented model and a standard model ex-
hibit drastically different behaviours. We found
that the standard model, a Transformer model
trained under recommended parameter settings
(Wu et al., 2021), memorizes inflection patterns
to a significant degree (Section 3 and Section 4).
At the same time, we find that data hallucination
alleviates the need for memorization significantly,
generalizing well to unfamiliar lexemes (Section 3)
with an inductive bias towards concatenative mor-
phology (Section 4). Data hallucination, however,
is not universally beneficial: we find it reduces
the model’s capacity to recognize common mor-
phophonological phenomena (Section 4), limiting
the performance improvements it can bring.

Although our study was conducted on a single
language, we note that our characterization of data
hallucination could be informative for languages
other than Gitksan. As Section 4 demonstrates,
data hallucination can encourage the model to ap-
ply voicing in incorrect contexts. Such effects are
not limited to Gitksan. In English, data halluci-
nation could give rise to erroneously conditioned
allomorphy: for instance, hallucination can gener-
ate a synthetic past tense inflection example mar
-> mard from a gold standard training example
such as like -> liked. The desired hallucinated past
tense form is of course mared. Overall, our work
suggests common data augmentation strategies for
NLP like data hallucination merit closer inspection
and that further innovations in data augmentation
for computational morphology are desirable.
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A Transformer training details

We train all models using the implementation of
Transformer in the fairseq package (Ott et al.,
2019). Both the encoder and decoder have 4 lay-
ers with 4 attention heads, an embedding size of
256 and hidden layer size of 1024. We train with
the Adam optimizer starting of the learning rate
at 0.001. We chose the batch size (400) and maxi-
mum updates (5000) based on the highest accuracy
on the development data. Our model setting resem-
bles the work of Wu et al. (2021) who found that
a relatively large batch size is beneficial for mor-
phological inflection. Prediction is performed with
the best checkpoint model, according to validation
accuracy score, and a beam of width 5.

B Database of Gitksan Inflection Tables

We perform all experiments on a database of Gitk-
san inflection tables. In total, there are 1055 in-
flection tables containing 2125 inflected forms.
An interlinear-glossed corpus of Gitksan narra-
tives Forbes et al. (2017) forms the basis of our
database. The Gitksan corpus is glossed at the root
level meaning that word forms are broken down
into roots, derivational morphemes and inflectional
morphemes. This level of description is too fine-
grained for our purposes and we, therefore, com-
bine roots and potential derivational material into
word stems. The inflected forms for each noun and
verb stem are gathered into inflection tables. In
total, there are 33 possible inflected forms and each
inflection table will contain a subset of these forms.
And example table is shown in Appendix C.
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C Sample inflection table

A Gitksan inflection table for jok (’to dwell’) generated from IGT and displayed in TSV format. Each row
in the table contains five cells: (1) a morphosyntactic description, (2) an English translation, (3) a gloss
with an English lemma, (3) a canonical segmented output form, (4) the surfce word form, and (5) a gloss
with a Gitksan lemma. Many cells in the table are empty since they were unattested in the IGT data.

ROOT dwell jok jok jok
ROOT-SX dwell-SX jok-it jogat jok-SX
ROOT-SX dwell-SX jok-it jogot jok-SX
ROOT-PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-3PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-ATTR _ _ _ _
ROOT-3.II dwell-3.II jok-t jokt jok-3.II
ROOT-PL-SX PL~dwell-SX CVC~jok-it jaxjogat PL~jok-SX
ROOT-PL-SX PL~dwell-SX CVC~jok-it jaxjogot PL~jok-SX
ROOT-1SG.II dwell-1SG.II jok-’y jogo’y jok-1SG.II
ROOT-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-2PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-3PL.II dwell-3PL.II jok-diit jokdiit jok-3PL.II
ROOT-1PL.II dwell-1PL.II jok-’m jogo’m jok-1PL.II
ROOT-PL-3PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-3.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-3.II PL~dwell-3.II CVC~jok-t jaxjokt PL~jok-3.II
ROOT-PL-ATTR _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-3PL.II PL~dwell-3PL.II CVC~jok-diit jaxjokdiit PL~jok-3PL.II
ROOT-PL-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-1PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-1PL.II PL~dwell-1PL.II CVC~jok-’m jaxjogo’m PL~jok-1PL.II
ROOT-TR-2PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-3PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-3.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-3PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-1PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-2PL.II _ _ _ _
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